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Dates for your diary
Tuesday 21st July
Last day of term

Monday 31st August
Bank Holiday

Wednesday 2nd
September
First day of academic
year 2020/2021

Dear Parents,
We are pleased to report that the first week with most
children back has gone well, the children have enjoyed
their time with friends and have adapted well to the
change in environment.
Guidance has been updated today which states that
small bubbles are no longer necessary from the end of
term! Hooray! Amy is actually away for that week so in
Monkey Puzzle all changes will come into effect week
commencing 10th August when Babies will return to the
upstairs under 2’s room and the whole of downstairs will be
dedicated to the over 2’s age group. Garden times for the
over and under 2’s will remain separate and contact
between the two cohorts will be minimised. We will
implement the free flow to the garden where possible
without the two cohorts mixing.
Transitions will also be able to take place and the
opportunity for some children to transition early may be
possible, emails will be sent to those individual parents.
The updated guidance can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19early-years-and-childcare-closures/coronavirus-covid-19-early-yearsand-childcare-closures
Thank you all again for your support throughout the
pandemic and for being so understanding and
adaptable with all of the changes that have been
necessary at nursery. We look forward to even more
normality on 10th August
Kind Regards,
The Management Team

What have we been up to in Baby Room…

What have we been up to in Toddler Room…

The toddlers have been hunting for bugs, bug
hunting develops children’s understanding of
the world around them.
The practitioner facilitated this play by lifting up
the tree stumps, they counted the bugs they
saw ad the legs on a spider that was found!

The children found a picture of Peter Rabbit on a
display, with a practitioner they sang the Peter
Rabbit song and followed the actions. One child
asked for Sleeping Bunnies, the children who
wanted to join in laid down ready for the song to
begin. When the song was over, they wanted to
go again, the practitioner asked them which
animal they wanted to be this time and what
action they were going to do for that animal.

The children have been enjoying role playing this
week in both the kitchen and by looking after
babies. The practitioners encourage the children
to act out their first-hand experiences to help
make sense of them. Playing with dolls is a great
way to promote being gentle and using kind
hands.

What have we been up to in the Pre-School Room…
The children have been practising
their agility this week using the
ladder!
The practitioner encouraged them
to use the ladder in this way but that
was really all they were needed for
in this interaction, the children are
very agile and have excellent
balancing skills!

The children have been exploring shape,
space and measure through puzzles this
week, practitioners encourage children
to think about the picture in the puzzle
and how the pieces match together,
they praise the children and motivate
them when they feel like giving up!
When the children complete a puzzle
more difficult puzzles are offered, ready
for the children to master those as well!

This child is completing a
maths-based game, she must
match numerals with
quantities. The practitioner
supports her with counting,
encouraging her to use her
counting finger when she
missed an object for
counting.

The Supertato stories are still
a firm favourite amongst our
pre-schoolers, this story
explores winning and losing.
The children also discussed
what it means to be healthy
and how veggies can help.
They went on to talk about a
healthy lifestyle and even
had their own races in the
garden!

The children have been learning about indoor and outdoor
voices as inside can get very loud, the children love to sing and
dance and know that they can do so as loud as they want
outside. The children have learnt to use the Alexa by themselves
although occasionally need some assistance when they can’t
remember whose turn it is to choose a song.
This child has been very resourceful and has used cones as
symbols to accompany her singing!

Ice Cream Parlour
The children at nursery love to sell you ice cream,
why not have your own ice cream parlour at
home. Use shaving foam for ice cream, pom
poms or sequins for sprinkles and let your
children’s imagination take over. Why not
introduce some money to children’s play to help
them understand the concept of paying for
things.

Can we build a boat that floats?
Let your children get designing and creating
while exploring the concept of sinking and
floating.

Shadow Mark Making
Explore marks and shadows together to develop
emergent writing skills, this can be done on a
smaller scale also with a single sheet of A4 and
some strategically placed toys. Come back in
the afternoon and see where the shadow has
moved to.

Train Painting
Explore marks with your baby or younger child
using trains and paint, use sounds in play and
narrate as you do so.

